How to Spot a Phish
Finding the phish 101 with Professor Troy

Lesson 1:

Watch out for emotions

Lesson 1: Watch out for emotions
Greed

Phishing emails
often dangle a
ﬁnancial reward of
some kind if you
click a link or enter
your login
information. If an
email offers you
something that seems too
good to be true, it probably is.

Urgency

Lesson 2: Examine
these items closely

If an email provides
a strict deadline for
performing an
action -- be
suspicious.
Phishing emails will
try to ﬂuster
recipients by creating
a sense of urgency.

Curiosity

Fear

People are naturally
curious, and
phishers take
advantage of this by
sending emails that
promise to show us
something exciting or
forbidden.

Scaring recipients is
a common tactic in
phishing emails.
Emails that
threaten you with
negative
consequences or
punishment should be
treated with suspicion.

Email Signatures
A signature block that is overly
generic or doesn’t follow
company protocols could indicate
that something is wrong.

Bob Jones
IT Manager
Acme, Inc.
(555) 555-5555

Sender Address

From: Bob
Jones
<e34grhgshfd
@phishing-

If the address doesn’t match the
sender name, be suspicious of the
entire email.

Email Tone
We know how our co-workers and
friends talk, so if an email sounds
strange, it’s probably worth a second
look.

Greetings
Friend,
Please to click
on link for

Lesson 3: Look for common indicators of a phish
Attachments
If you receive an unexpected or unusual
attachment, always verify with the sender
via phone.
Attachment -- Webmail_Migration.pdf

Log-in Pages
Spear phishers will often spoof
forge login
websites
pages
to to
look legitimate
exactly likeinthe
order
realtothing
stealinyour
order to
steal your credentials.
credentials.

Links
Roll your mouse pointer over the link and see
if what pops up matches what’s in the email. If
they don’t match, don’t click.

If you see something,
say something!
Report suspected phishing
emails to the information
security team
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